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(1) "Gopal August2012IAU", 666 KB pdf, one page.
---------------------------------------------------------------:
Re:
:
A wimpy solar max, perhaps ?
:
Dear ISWI Participant:
There are signs that it could be a wimpy one -- see attached item from
the President of SCOSTEP.
This newsletter will be closed until Feb 20. I will be attending
the following United Nations gathering:
: The fiftieth session of the Scientific and Technical
: Subcommittee of the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of
: Outer Space (COPUOS)
The session will be held from 11-22 February 2013 at the United Nation
Office at Vienna, Vienna International Center, Vienna, Austria.
Details can be found here:
http://www.oosa.unvienna.org/oosa/en/COPUOS/stsc/2013/index.html

******************** COPUOS In General ********************
(from its website)
The Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space was set up
by the General Assembly in 1959 ( resolution 1472 (XIV)) to
review the scope of international cooperation in peaceful
uses of outer space, to devise programmes in this field to
be undertaken under United Nations auspices, to encourage
continued research and the dissemination of information on
outer space matters, and to study legal problems arising
from the exploration of outer space.
Number of Member States in the Committee: 74
The Committee has two standing Subcommittees of the whole:
+ the Scientific and Technical Subcommittee; and
+ the Legal Subcommittee.
The Committee and its two Subcommittees meet annually to consider
questions put before them by the General Assembly, reports
submitted to them and issues raised by the Member States.
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The Committee and the Subcommittees, working on the basis of
consensus, make recommendations to the General Assembly.
Detailed information on the work of the Committee and the
Subcommittees are contained in their annual reports.
******************** End of COPUOS In General ********************
In the humble service of ISWI,
:
George Maeda
:
The Editor
:
ISWI Newsletter

INQUIRIES OF HEAVEN
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 29, 2012

IAU 28TH GENERAL ASSEMBLY, BEIJING, CHINA, AUGUST 20 - 31, 2012

DAY 8

A Tell-Tale Sign of a Wimpy Solar Cycle:
the First GLE Event of Solar Cycle 24
Sudden spikes of energetic particle events
from the Sun superposed occasionally on the
cosmic ray background are known as ground
level enhancement (GLE) events because
these particles can be detected by neutron
monitors and muon telescopes on the ground.
These protons interact with air molecules
and produce secondary neutrons and muons
that are detected at the ground level. GLEs
are the highest energy (~GeV) component
of the normal solar energetic particle events
accelerated by shock-driven ultra-fast (2000
k m / s ) c o ro n a l m a s s e j e c t i o n s ( C M E s ) .
Typically about 15 GLE events occur in a solar
cycle (cycle 23 had 16 GLEs).
The current cycle 24 has produced only
one GLE event so far on May 17, 2012, whereas cycle 23 had produced Àve of the 16 GLEs
in the Àrst 4.5 years. The Sun is already in its
solar maximum phase, which means it did not
produce any GLE event during its rise phase.
Thus the cycle 24 seems to be extremely poor
in producing GLE events so far.
The May 2012 GLE event was weaker than
all the GLE-associated Áares of solar cycle 23.
There were eight other Áares originating from
the western hemisphere of the Sun in the longitude range 55-85 degrees favored for GLE
origin, but none of them was associated with a
GLE event. On the other hand the CME itself
is very fast (2000 km/s) and formed a shock at
a distance of 230 megameters above the surface based on the radio signatures. The GLE
particles were released when the CME reached
a height of about 930 megameters above the
surface. This additional distance is needed for
the shock to gain strength and accelerate protons to GeV energies. Images from the Solar
Dynamics Observatory (SDO) revealed that
the May 2012 CME overtook a hot plasma (> 6
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cycle 24. The images, separated by 24 minutes, show the fast CME above the southwest limb of the Sun. The white circle in
the center is the size of the Sun and provides the scale to the images. The white streaks appearing all over the image on the
right along with the CME are the energetic particles reaching the telescope and creating additional signal in the detector.
[Images taken by the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) mission. Courtesy: ESA and NASA]

MK) ejected some 40 minutes before. The preceding hot plasma implies the presence of particles that were already energized, making it
easy for the shock to accelerate them to higher
energies.
The lone GLE event is consistent with a
weak cycle 24: the sunspot number peaked at
97 compared to 170 in cycle 23, indicating that
cycle 24 is 40% weaker. The weakness of the
cycle can be attributed to the weak polar magnetic Àeld during the prolonged minimum between cycles 23 and 24. According to the Babcock-Leighton solar dynamo model, what goes
in the polar region comes up as the sunspot
activity. Thus a weaker input during cycle 23
must have resulted in the weaker sunspot ac-

tivity in cycle 24. There have been suggestions
that the solar activity might continue to decline
over the next couple of cycles, approaching a
global minimum in the middle of the 21st century. Such global minima were discovered by
the American scientist John Eddy in 1976 who
named the deepest such minimum, during the
years 1645 to 1715, the Maunder minimum.

Nat Gopalswamy
Staff scientist at NASA’s Goddard Space
Flight Center (GSFC), and President of
ICSU’s Committee on Solar Terrestrial
Physics (SCOSTEP) and IAU commission 49.

Today's Invited Discourse (18:00 - 19:30, Plenary Hall B)

The Herschel View of Star Formation
Star formation is one of the most fundamental, most complex, and least understood processes in astrophysics. Recent
studies of the nearest star-forming clouds
of the Galaxy at submillimeter wavelengths with the Herschel Space Observatory have provided us with unprecedented
images of the initial conditions and early
phases of the star formation process. The
Herschel images reveal an intricate networN of Àlamentary structure in every interstellar cloud. These Àlaments all exhibit
remarkably similar widths - about one
third of a light year - but only the densest
ones contain prestellar cores, the seeds of
future stars. The Herschel results favor a
scenario in which interstellar Àlaments and
prestellar cores represent two key steps in
the star formation process Àrst turbulence
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um, then gravity takes over and controls
the further fragmentation of Àlaments into
prestellar cores and ultimately protostars.
This scenario provides new insight into
the inefficiency of star formation, the origin of stellar masses, and the global rate
of star formation in galaxies. Despite an
apparent complexity, global star formation may be governed by relatively simple
universal laws from filament to galactic
scales.
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on 7 February 2013.
Herschel's Cocoon

Philippe André
PI of the Herschel Gould Belt Survey,
Senior Researcher CEA, Laboratoire AIM Paris-Saclay, CEA Saclay,
France.

